
ACSMC Rally Championship Newsletter – July 2018 

Ten championship contenders attended the CAR-nival stages on 10th June. An absolutely gorgeous day saw a good 

turn out for the event, with the 100 maximum being reached. 

For one of the non-ACSMC contenders, David and Adam Evans in their Mini, the day started hard, with the left front 

wheel shearing off at just Junction 7 of SS1.  

 

Luckily, some quick thinking saw a jack passed over the fence and the spare fitted fairly quickly: 

 

This meant that they were not only able to finish the stage, but complete the day, despite the first wheel looking like 

this: 

 

 

 



Mind you, it was even harder for Darrell Taylor and Matt Devlin as their car was towed back in and they had to take 

maximum times for both of the first two stages. 

Meanwhile, Steve Beck and Chris West were going well, if feeling the heat in their Ford Escort. Steve said that he had 

caught a couple of pallets on the way through that had already been hit by somebody else, but it had not caused a 

problem. 

 

Dean Long and Jon Barrett were back out in their Subaru and had a slight boost problem which developed into no 

power under load during SS2 in 4th, 5th and 6th gears. They were not sure why. 

 

 

 



 

Stuart and Simon Larbey improved by more than 30 seconds and were going well. Stuart likes these stages and did 

not want to break the car. Luckily, there were not too many handbrake turns.  

 

Finding even more time, with a 43-second improvement, were Steve Bowie and Warren Bryn. This was Warren’s first 

time in the car for a while and he was the first to tell me that he was enjoying the heat! 

 

 

 

 



 

Co-driver Joseph Moore was definitely not enjoying it and was struggling with nausea. Driver Wayne Hole was having 

his own trouble, with the car being towed back in after SS2 thanks to the throttle sticking open. Despite being sorted 

for SS3, the pair had to retire after SS4. 

 

It was not a very happy day for John and Sharon Mills, either, retiring at the end of SS2 after intercom problems 

followed by a failed clutch. 

 

Dave Hockaday and Steve Frost managed a little better and were happy at the end of SS2. The brakes starting 

binding after that and despite trying to sort the problem during the lunch break, SS5 was enough and they were 

forced to retire. 

 



Enjoying better fortune, having retired on SS1 in 2017, Pete Wilkins and Caroline Brampton were having fun and 

experimenting with different tyre pressures to squeeze the maximum performance out of their BMW. 

 

Suze and Matt Endean were also having fun, with no problems to report except for it being a bit hot! 

 

The heat was causing quite a few problems, with Joseph Keen and Sarah Liscoe being one of several cars to suffer 

from a fire. Their MG ZR caught alight on SS2 and was not recovered for quite some time. When it did return, it had 

no drive and appeared to have suffered an alternator failure. 

 

 

 



 

At the end of SS4, Steve Beck said that “it was good to get to the longer stages, the car does not really like the 

shorter ones”. It certainly looked good on the stage and on the timesheets, finishing 4th overall and 1st in class by 

over 2 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dean Long said that he was continuing to struggle with his boost. “I am losing 80hp on the straights and just hope to 

keep going”. He then suffered exhaust problems on the penultimate stage, but was able to sort them and finish 5th in 

Class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



There were no such dramas for Stuart Larbey and the car looked stunning in the sunshine. “It is all going well” he 

said at the end of SS4, “really nice stages, just very, very hot”. So hot that I found them swapping tyres around after 

SS6 due to the hot and abrasive track, although they were getting good grip. Good enough for 17th overall and 2nd in 

class! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Steve Bowie had a sticking throttle return before lunch and a spin afterwards, heading into a square left into square 

right that was “tighter than I thought and I was too fast”. The Chevette gave the spectators some great sideways 

action to enjoy though and Steve and Warren were 21st overall, 2nd in Class. 

 

Pete Wilkins changed a tyre during lunch and continued to experiment, with the car “feeling a bit loose” at times. He 

left the last stage with a grin though and said “I had a blinder on that stage!” 

Suze Endean was suffering with a hot gearbox before lunch, but the break helped and she was happy to report that 

“all is going well” and the end of the penultimate stage.  

Problems with fires continued, with the stunning Rover of Ken Powell and Richard Wise failing to start SS7. The 

carburettors caught fire after the throttle stuck open.  



Another car was even more alight on the stage and so, unfortunately, SS8 had to be cancelled. 

Chris Woodhouse and Alan Gilbert took the overall win after a tough battle with Graeme Bell and Russ Radford 

throughout the day. Just 11 seconds separated them.  

 

It was good to see some ACSMC competitors walking away with some of the trophies and we now look forward to 

seeing some of the same again at Bovington! 

 

Mark Baulch 
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